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THE CAMPUS FROM FACULTY ROW
BRYN MAWR
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ABOUT I885
BRYN MAWR COLLEGE
BRYN MAWR
PENNSYLVANIA
DEDICATION
To Miss Marion Edwards Park, who has been the
creative impulse behind the concrete and spiritual
growth of Bryn Mawr College during the past two
decades. Her imagination has helped to realize the
visions of a larger and more fully eguipped campus.
As a gracious hostess she has enriched our four years
of college life, throughout which she has been for us
the embodiment of intellectual integrity. Not only has
she encouraged our individual development through
her emphasis on independent thought, but she has
also shown us how to live as members of an ordered
community. Through her inspiration Bryn Mawr has
become a living example of democracy.
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THE construction of Goodhart Hall was started in 1926, but it took a
long time to complete the foundation because of the numerous little
springs and hidden brooks that feed a swamp in the field below. The well
known opinion of Mr. Herben is that the finished product resembles a com-
bination of a Breton Chapel and an English tithe barn. Miss Cornelia Otis
Skinner, speaking for the undergraduates of a decade ago, expressed the
same sentiment less vehemently: "We hoped it would be more theatre,
less architecture."
Originally the plan was to erect three separate buildings, an audi-
torium, practice and class rooms for the music department, and recreational
facilities for the students. Up to that time, Miss Park told us, the center
of Taylor had been hollowed out and used for commencements and
assemblies; Mr. Willoughby and Mr. Alwyne used to have their offices in
Wyndham and the back of Miss Ely's house; and a dozen wobbly tables
put together in the gym served as a stage, while the audience sat around
the track and dangled their feet over the edge. The college authorities,
even after they realized that these projects could be combined under one
roof, continued to think of them as three separate units, and as a result
the building is still more or less divided into three sections. For example,
to go from the auditorium to the Common Room one must pass either
over or under the stage or run around outside. The needs for which the
hall was built are fairly well fulfilled, and to all intents and purposes Good-
hart is complete, although there is still room for additions and improve-
ments, such as better lighting and an organ in the loft.
One outside speaker was heard to remark as he left the auditorium
that he felt as if he had been speaking in the belly of a whale. But to the
average observer Goodhart is less engulfing. There are many charming
details: the snowflake frieze on the main facade, the wrought-iron lanterns,
and the sunken garden by the students' wing. The Common Room, one of
the most comfortable meeting places on campus, is used for informal
lectures and teas, and as a gallery for Art Club exhibitions. This year it
has been left open over the week-ends for the benefit of those who are
entertaining guests, but, as George the porter confided, only two or three
couples have used it so far. He expects more in the spring. The News and
the Lantern have their office a few doors down the hall, and several rooms
are open for the use of other organizations. Their meetings are often
interrupted by tuneful snatches from the practice rooms downstairs where
sound-proofing is evidently unknown. Sunday evenings chapel is held in the
Music Room and hymns are played on a small organ installed "for the
love of music." Dramatics are still centered on the stage, in spite of two
dead spots in the auditorium, because the Theatre Workshop, built last
year, is still insufficiently equipped. A member of the stage crew com-
plains about the latter that "there are no points of suspension." Goodhart
is also reserved for formal lectures and assemblies, as well as recitals of
well known artists.
In spite of its drawbacks, this hall has become an integral part of
campus life, and we even forgive its flying buttresses which feebly support
its structural steel and concrete foundations. Necessarily George has the
last comment. In his own words, "It's a big building to keep clean."
GOODHART BY NIGHT
GOODHART
HALL
GAUDEAMUS IGITUR
THE TIME HAS COME THE WALRUS SAID-
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HEARD MELODIES ARE SWEET, BUT
THOSE UNHEARD ARE SWEETER
TO YOUR HUMOUR CHANGING
I TUNE MY SUBTLE SONS
CPUADRAGINTE UNUS NUNC
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CABIN IN THE SKY
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"MY MASTERS AND FRIENDS AND GOOD
PEOPLE, DRAW NEAR—"
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THERE is space in the new wing of the library for 65-75,000 volumes.
There are three stack levels, two of which have been filled, but funds
have not been sufficient to install shelves in the third. Moreover 34,000
slides, not counting the "two by twos," have been shifted from the old
wing to the new, and ten professors have found new homes there. The
building is completely fireproof and is composed of steel, concrete, and
hollow tile. "It will be," says Mr. Chew, "in perfect harmony with the rest
of the edifice when weathered."
Five porters and five library assistants worked for a month trans-
ferring books from the east to the west wing. Miss Terrien modestly
admits she was a day ahead of them all the way. On the other hand it
took Mrs. Landes four summer months, including Saturday afternoons and
Sundays, to get the slides in order after she had tenderly conveyed each
one by hand to its present habitat. Previously she had measured the space
necessary to house every slide and picture. At the time the books were
being put in the new stacks, the mercury was at its usual mid-June high;
the plaster was still wet, and hot blasts from the furnace were being used
to dry it. Consequently the temperature was well over a hundred degrees.
Few students have been using the carrells in the new stacks. Miss Terrien
attributes this, first, to the shyness of the girls who, since the space is
limited, hesitate to deprive others of a desk, and second, to the fact that
there are no fireplaces.
The art department had trouble getting its new material assembled.
Mr. Soper spent the summer trying to wangle projectors out of the factory
but they were being made by craftsmen who preferred to spend leisurely
18
hours perfecting each detail. The Remington Rand strike delayed the
delivery of the files; one of their workers was the only casualty. He cut
his head open on a shelf in Mrs. Landes' office. The clock in the lecture
room underwent a similar misadventure. Its wires run down the wall and
under the floor to the opposite side of the room, and in bolting down
the 68 chairs one of the workmen cut the connection. This left the engi-
neer with the problem of deciding which of the eight bolts belonging to
each chair was responsible. Fortunately the incision was detected under
the second chair unscrewed. Mr. Soper suffered a truly major calamity
when the shelves in his office gave way and several hundred slides crashed
to the floor. The shelves have since been fastened more securely.
Among the blessings of the department are a dark room equipped
with a special camera to make new slides, and an electric press for dry-
mounting pictures and thus insuring them from curling in the future. More
important, the big lecture room was designed by Mr. Sloane and Mr.
Carpenter. As each part flows structurally into another, the room as a
whole is a fine example of practical and aesthetic unity. All in all, the new
wing might be considered an art major's dream. One, however, expressed
herself thus: "I'm not sure I'm not more impressed by it than able to
work in it."
The colors in the Quita Woodward room are borrowed from the
memorial portrait by Violet Oakley of Quita as she appeared in Big May
Day. In spite of the fact that the room is so lovely undergraduates have
not misused it by studying there. So far the only abuse, Miss Terrien con-
fides, is that "the students will put their feet on the nice light furniture."
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ONWARD AND UPWARD WITH THE ARTS
21
O FAUSTUS! LAY THE DAMNED BOOK ASIDE
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THE GLORY THAT IS GREECE
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CORALLED IN THE CARELLS
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BEACONING THE VOTARIES
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THE new science building is full of surprises. Its steel-framed windows
were borrowed from prison models, ostensibly not to keep people in lab
but to allow for better light and ventilation. The ice-box in the advanced
organic chemistry laboratory is supposedly for strictly scientific purposes
but the larder, stocked with marmalade, peanut butter and ginger Wafers,
in the geology study room down the hall makes no such pretenses. Mr.
Cope found still another surprise when his colleagues decided to test the
door in the fluorescent room. When the door was closed behind him, it
was discovered that the knob was defective. Mr. Watson admits that while
Mr. Cope lay gasping on the floor (the room is almost air-tight), his
associates stood outside and jeered, waiting half an hour before they
had the hinges removed.
"We wouldn't do it differently if we had to build the whole thing
over again," declared Mr. Crenshaw. Ten years of careful consideration
have gone into the planning of the building. There were to be four wings
for the four sciences, with physics and chemistry across the road from
Dalton. The houses already there were to be moved down the hill, but
after they had been theoretically slid all the way to the infirmary, the
plan was abandoned because there just wasn't enough room. In 1936 the
geology department was invited to share a new building with the chemists.
Although physics was the logical choice, geology was chosen because it
required less expensive equipment. The space is almost evenly divided
between the two sciences, but chemistry encroaches upon three geology
rooms, Mr. Watson bitterly informed us. Their relations, however, are
amicable.
Its new surroundings provide the geology department with ten times
as much space as it had before, but the fossils and mineral specimens
formerly housed in Dalton now completely occupy their present quarters.
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The large airy rooms serve as storage and display space as well as labora-
tories and lecture halls. The Camera Club, in droves, shares the depart-
ment's dark room. Strangely enough, they entertain their Haverford
friends there, and although Mr. Watson is afraid that any sudden move-
ment might upset the delicate apparatus, they leave the place scrupulously
clean. Newly acquired are a reflecting goniometer, for crystal measure-
ments, and a Pulfrich refractometer.
Mr. Crenshaw claims that this is one of the best chemistry buildings
in the country. The General Ceramic Company cooperated in making the
quantitative laboratory unique. It furnished the white-tiled table tops
which make it possible to observe various color variations. Many of the
sinks were also made to order, those in the first year laboratory according
to Mr. Crenshaw's own specifications. The first year students splash;
consequently the sinks do not run lengthwise, but cut across the tables.
A hood is installed in each room to carry away the gases. Eighteen fans
in a special chamber upstairs create a vacuum which sucks out the
polluted air. Another precaution is the shower in the first year room to
extinguish flaming clothes. The authorities voted against the inclusion of a
drain to discourage too frequent use of the shower in warm weather.
Equipped with the latest class room devices, the big lecture room is
especially successful. The chemical chart was copied from a larger one at
Harvard for one-twentieth of the cost of the original. Among the extraor-
dinary features of this room are left-handed seats and sliding blackboards.
Although the science building is isolated from the rest of the campus,
the distance has had little effect on the attendance, according to Mr.
Dryden. The situation has its defects, nevertheless. The power house
showers everything with soot and the tennis courts lure students away
from more scientific pursuits. One fresh young person summed up the
building: "It certainly has an aura around it. You can smell it a mile off."
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HYDROSULPHURIC HEAVEN
THE SCIENCE
30
31
AND THEY'VE GOT AN ICE-BOX TOO
POTPOURRI
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OH, YOU KID!
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OUT OF THESE ASHES —
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RABBIT'S FRIENDS
AND RELATIONS
LRHOADS differs from the other new buildings on campus in that it has
made a financial rather than an intellectual contribution to the college. The
main purpose of this investment, according to Miss Park, was to increase
faculty salaries with the additional income from a hundred new students.
Temporarily, however, the college has been forced to use this money to
defray other expenses. A sum is paid each year towards the amortization,
and in twenty years Rhoads will be our own.
Miss Howe was on the committee to select the furniture. She and
her colleagues visited "every furniture store known to man," but were
finally reduced to having two sets designed. The first was discarded
because it was too fragile and, in the opinion of all, looked as if it had
no eyelashes. The second set, which was finally adopted, was created by
Marcel Brueur of the Harvard Architectural School. Mr. Brueur had art-
fully contrived a desk chair whose most prominent feature was a rung
back. When Miss Howe objected, he suggested that comfort-loving
students could weave their own rope seats. Later she learned that a Har-
vard architectural student had been pressed into the weaving industry
for experimental purposes. Solid seats and backs were, nevertheless,
installed. One unexpected problem arose near the completion of the
building. Miss Howe discovered that the window seats were too narrow,
and only by sitting on one herself and using a yardstick could Miss Ward
convince the architect of their inadequacy.
Among other architectural features, Rhoads boasts water units
rivalled only by those newly installed in Merion, where the bath tubs
have doors. One cleanly senior was surprised in her tub by a flock of
alumnae admiring the new tiles. Each student has a private cubicle for
her tooth brush, paralleled by one in the front hall for her letters. A
38
complex wiring system attaches every room to the switchboard in the
hall. "You've got to have understanding of it," one accomplished maid
informed us. "There's the night bell and the day bell and the warden's
bell and the north side and the south side." Hilah proved her mettle by
mastering the art of the switchboard in one lesson. When she found the
levers too confusing she resourcefully went into the warden's suite and
called herself up. More electrical attachments buzz alarms in either of the
wardens' rooms whenever any of the five doors is opened after 10:30.
Miss Wood, warden of North, stole out to investigate a buzz one morning
at 1 :30 after letting in a gay young thing and surprised her again on the
doorstep. It seems her date had a bad cold and she had brought out her
benzedrine inhaler.
Rhoads is famous for its kitchen, and its kitchen is famous for Miss
Hait, who bestows her personal attention on each cookie. She knows the
number of blankets in the I 14 students' rooms and sees that the same
number is supplied for each of the maids and porters. The latter enjoy
the most comfortable employees' quarters on campus. In contrast to the
other halls, there are sixteen singles, one double, and two rooms for
married couples. Jefferson, the porter of North, has shown quite a flair
for interior decorating, Miss Hait tells us. His room, full of pillows, books
and magazines, demonstrates the infiltration of college taste.
Most sumptuous of all is the suite in the tower, which has its own
private bath and two staircases. The advantages include being able to
work or play uninterruptedly, and a beautiful view of both sides of the
campus. The disadvantages include comparative isolation from the social
whirl of the hall, unearthly sound effects on windy nights, and the horror
of running, unpowdered, down four flights of stairs to find a young man
instead of a telephone call.
Olivia Kahn '41.
Betty Rowland '41.
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COLLEGE HALLMARK
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BUT IT WAS THE BEST BUTTER
43
OUTDOOR LIFE
44
IT'S BEAUTIFUL IN THE SPRING
45
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IT was in September when we came to College as the class of 1941.
'41 was all we knew of ourselves; a number; a seven-come-eleven for the
four years which (we were told) lay ahead (for some). But we found out
other things because they took pictures of various members of the class
being Freshmen under Pembroke Arch with trashbaskets or in a Room
with hoops. And all that was Freshman week before we knew about hoops.
So we saw the College first through camera lenses and our round-
eyed gaze turned into a quick angle shot and so what if we have seen
things a little out of perspective—because, ever since—but that is history.
There was a heat wave Freshman week at any rate and it was much hotter
then than it has ever been since.
To get on with Freshman year which had scarcely begun for 144 of
us from the East, from the West, North and South and all the rest, before
we knew it, it was winter and Wyndham had become the garden spot of
the nation and nightingales sang in Berkley.
But then the people who went to picnics there and those who didn't
had to stop doing it for the Freshman Show. And our Freshman Show was
the best Freshman Show, which proves that you mustn't believe everything
you see in the papers. And with the Show came a great deal of Fun and
one-half the class never spoke to the other half afterwards which was a
real adjustment, as you only had half as many people to get along with.
But that didn't really discourage us and we couldn't sing anything but
the Class Song, which gave us a certain singleness of purpose.
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GOWN DAY, 1937
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ASLEEP
"OH, OUR FRESHMAN SHOW WAS THE WORST FRESHMAN SHOW.
JUST LOOK UP THAT ISSUE OF THE 'NEWS'."
AND BETTER TO BE THAT WAY
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"IT IS UNFORTUNATE THAT SO MUCH EFFORT AND ABILITY WERE SPENT
ON SO POOR A VEHICLE. ASLEEP WE WERE, BUT WAS IT BETTER TO BE
THAT WAY."—ISOTA TUCKER, "THE COLLEGE NEWS," 19 FEBRUARY, 1938
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3'/2 LITTLE MAIDS
50
PEEK-A-BOO. I SEE RED (YOUTH CONGRESS. 1938)
PEMBROKE ARCH, SOME GIRLS BY PEMBROKE, THE
FENCE BY PEM, ETC.
51
THERE ARE FAIRIES AT THE BOTTOM OF OUR GARDEN
52
SOME OF THE PEOPLE HAVE FUN ALL OF THE TIME
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SOPHOMORE year we were still the class of 1941, but that was about
all and in response to a general demand we spent the year in the shadows
of various buildings. If anyone saw us, they didn't speak to us and that was
the way the year went. And that is why no one can remember Sophomore
year; it was all gray and the rain came down steadily although we didn't
have boots the way the little girls do now.
We became conscious of work Sophomore year. Freshman year we
had done our work as a matter of course but Sophomore year we found
that there was some choice so we immediately made the wrong choice and
that was the year we started to fail the orals and drop required courses.
In February we made a Concerted Effort as a class, rather like a St.
Bernard trying to climb into someone's lap—which is a new way of saying
we made a plan for terrorism and rowdyism in the approved Fascist
manner and kidnapped a Freshman in good order. As we had misunder-
stood our obligations we were in turn misunderstood and perhaps some
day we will all come to a bad end.
But the class was united momentarily which was a good thing; for
the most part the shadows of the year were so dark that we couldn't see
one another and some people did get lost in the cloisters and haven't
been seen since. Other members of the class got lost on committees
Sophomore year; the committees that make the wheels of the campus
turn until the machine crushes you which is beside the point.
Finally May Day dawned bright and clear, but as it had been rain-
ing the night before when our President and Vice-President tacked the
streamers to the Maypoles from the high ladder, they had called the whole
thing off out of dizziness and wet despair. So it didn't do May Day any
good to dawn bright and clear. As far as the Sophomore class went, it
was raining, which was typical.
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BONFIRE, 1939
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IM HIMMEL 1ST EIN KARUSSELL
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DAS DREHT SICH TAG UND NACHT
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HOOPS, BUT NO HUSBANDS
WAKE ME EARLY, MOTHER — DAR-LING
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GIRLS IN THEIR SUMMER DRESSES, OR WYNDHAM GARDEN BECOMES ELECTRA
59
uJUNIOR year we prepared to come out of the gloom that had sur-
rounded us and play our Part. The Juniors who were taking their Junior
year aboad found themselves taking their Junior year at Bryn Mawr as
refugees, who knew what they were majoring in which set them apart. For
the rest of the class choosing a major was rather like going to Jerusalem.
Different people played different tunes and everyone ran around and sank
breathless into different seats and a few chairs were taken away.
Then as spring came on the Seniors started to float upwards out of
our reach like a lot of little Evas and some were nearer heaven than others
by the time comprehensives were over. We had their jobs about the
campus by then, of course, and didn't know quite what to do with them.
If Seniors were asked what to do, there was a visible turning from light to
darkness and angelic voices said they didn't live there anymore. So we
proceeded by ourselves in what was a perfectly ordinary manner but we
felt that it was a response to the call of Empire, a shouldering of the white
man's burden. We were in a way a class inspired through these difficult
days however, as Cinderella had found her glass slippers and the Junior
class was having a Prom.
We had a Name Band from the Steel Pier at Atlantic City and a
bandstand in the corner of the Gym. The decorations were all things to
all men; a French garden looking in or a New England garden looking out.
At least there were picket fences to burn and Junior year went out with
soft lights and a sweet Name Band.
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MAIN TRAVELLED ROADS, 1940
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SOME GIRLS ONLY PLAY HOCKEY WITH HAVERFORD
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UNSUPERVISED SPORTS AT BRYN MAWR
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BASKETBALL TO BUZZ WITH A BIT OF BRRRR-
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ALEX BARTHA, ALEX BARTHA, ALEX BARTHA
ALEX BARTHA, ALEX BARTHA, ALEX BARTHA
ALEX BARTHA, ALEX BARTHA, ALEX BARTHA
ALEX BARTHA, ALEX BARTHA, ALEX BARTHA
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SENIOR year started somewhere in Junior year much to our confusion
but it was not until the fall of Senior year that we had that light-headed
and unpleasant sensation of there being nothing above us. We were all
we had and encouraged by the Junior Prom we felt ourselves to be a
Class; for better or for worse. So no one should have been surprised when
we took the Orals—as a Class. Or perhaps it was only a compliment to
our distinguished appearance when Mrs. Dietz asked all the graduate
students and Ph.D.'s to leave the room where the Class had gathered for
the first German Oral.
Again and again the Class gathered for the Orals and rallied around
the dictionaries. There were the First and Second French Oral and then,
on a day in January, the Second German Oral followed by the Third
French Oral. And the heroes, not to say the veterans, of these Orals, who
went to Taylor unsung, are among us today.
Now it is April and will be May and we will not cross certain bridges
until we come to them. But it is permissible to look backwards if not for-
ward and to congratulate ourselves on the past if not on the future.
Perhaps all that we can say is that we are the class of I 94 1 , which is where
we started. But that is enough; like Queen Victoria at the end of her reign
the "we" becomes a very royal "We." We have been at Bryn Mawr now
for four long years and we can now view the college with the wisdom of the
very old for this brief period before we try to take our seats with the Elect.
Virginia Nichols '41
.
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STEP SINGING, 1941
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"I CAN'T DO IT ALL BY MYTHELF"
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THE REPUBLICAN MACHINE
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CHRISTMAS TIME IS THE TIME FOR YEGGS
'TWAS THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS
AND ALL THROUGH THE HOUSE
THE FACULTY WERE HAVING CHRISTMAS DINNER WITH THE
MICE. (OR DON'T YOU KNOW PAL JOEY)
STUDIES (OF PEOPLE)
74
S'MORE STUDIES (
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BREAKIE, YUNCH, DANCY-PRANCY AND A TOUCH OF SUPSUP
77
HOCKEY ON THE TENNIS COURT
CHEWY CHASE
78
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A NEW BUICK
MADONNA OF THE CHAIR
79
ONCE MORE INTO THE BREECH, DEAR FRIENDS, ONCE MORE
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OUCH!
HAVE YOU PASSED YOUR
SCIENCE REQUIREMENT?
fl 1
FOR EVEN IMMORTALS HAVE MOMENTS
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ELIZABETH FORSYTHE ALEXANDER
MARY NIVEN ALSTON
GRACE ELIZABETH BAILEY
BEVERLY ADELE BANKS
BETTY LEE BELT
HELENE BIDDLE
JESSIE MAXWELL BLACK
MARGUERITE ANNE BOGATKO
WINIFRED KIP BURROUGHS
EMMA CADBURY, JR.
KAREN ELISABETH CAPPELEN-SMITH
ETHEL CLIFT
MARY FRANCES COAN
DOROTHY COUNSELMAN
PENNELL CROSBY
ELIZABETH WINNIFRED DODGE
JULIANA DAY
CYNTHIA CAMPBELL DUNCAN
EILEEN MARY DURNING
MAVIS HELEN DUNLOP
ANNIE EMERSON
MABEL ELIZABETH FAESCH
JEAN GRAY FERGUSON
JULIE FOLLANSBEE
LOUISE RICHARDS FRENCH
ELEANOR AMY FRIBLEY
ERNESTINE GALLUCCI
MANYA FIFI GARBAT
MARY ALICE GEIER
CLAIRE LOUISE GILLES
ANN RUTH GOLDBERG
KATHERINE EMILINE HAMILTON
BOJAN CONSTANCE HAMLIN
ISABELLA MacDOWELL HANNAN
JANE VINCENT HARPER
ANN PORTER HARRINGTON
PRISCILLA LEITH HARTMAN
ADA CUTHBERT HEWITT
HELEN MARGARET HEWITT
ELIZABETH VAUGHN HOFFMAN
ANNE HOWARD
MARGUERITE ELIZABETH HOWARD
ELLEN SCRANTON HUNT
HILDEGARDE HUNT
MARY ELIZABETH HURST
RACHEL SUSANNAH INGALLS
CHARLOTTE HUTCHINS
ATHLEEN RUTH JACOBS
ELEANOR MAY JONES
ALICE DARGAN JONES
OLIVIA KAHN
MARTHA CRYER KENT
ANNE KIDDER
VIRGINIA KING
KATHLEEN EIZABETH KIRK
•
CONSTANCE LANG
MADGE STEARNS LAZO
RUTH FRANCES LEHR
FRANCES LEWIS
MARY GAMBLE LEWIS
ALYCE ADRIENNE L'HERITIER
BESS BROWN LOMAX
r
MARY ALICE LORD
JOAN MARIE LYNCH
MARY PITT MASON
RUTH CATHERINE McGOVERN
HELEN HAMILTON MclNTOSH
ADELINE LAYNG MILLS
NANCY EDWARDS MIXSELL
HELEN HULL MONNETTE
MARY COLEMAN MORRISON
SARAH CATHERINE MOSSER
KATHARINE ELIZABETH MURTO
VIRGINIA CENTER NICHOLS
JOAN PEABODY
DELIA TUDOR PLEASANTS
CARMEN PIZA
JULIA KATHERINE POORMAN
LEONORE RANKIN
JEAN SELDOMRIDGE PRICE
ELIZABETH BURD1NE READ
EUDORA RAMSAY RICHARDSON
ELIZABETH SHERWOOD ROWLAND
RUTH ELISE RUHL
BEATRICE PAULINE SACHS
ELSA LOLA SACHS
WINIFRED ELIZABETH SANTEE
PRISCILLA RIDGELY SCHAFF
BARBARA BURT SEARLES
VIRGINIA SHERWOOD
MARGARET SHORTLIDGE
MARY FRANCES SILER
SUZANNE SIMPSON
HELEN SOBOL
PATRICIA SPILLERS
ROSEMARY SPRASUE
MARGARET SQUIE
CONSTANCE LEE STANTON
ALISON STOKES
ANNA SLOCUM TAYLOR
ELEANOR JANE TERHUNE
CLARE DeKAY THOMPSON
DORA THOMPSON
GEORGIA LOUISE TRAINER
MARJORIE ANN VANCE
ALLEYN HAYS WAGANDT
MARGARET ELIZABETH WADSWORTH
SHIRLEY WEADOCK
JEAN MARGARET WELCHONS
MARY ELIZABETH WICKHAM
MARY CAROLINE WILSON
PHYLLIS WRIGHT
FORMER MEMBERS OF THE CLASS
Alley, Ruth Lipscomb
Averill, Jean
Avery, June Burroughs
Barrett, Julia Waters
Blyler, Rosemary Jean
Boyd, Nancy McLellan
Chatfield-Taylor, Adelaide
Crane, Marian Lea
Dana, Doris H. S.
Deck, Thelma
DeWitt, Marie M.
Eddy, Lois A.
Eisenhart, Anna S.
Hager, Mary Hathaway
Jaffer, Peggy Lou
Kruesi, Eleanor
Lee, Alice M.
Lee, Edith E.
Levison, Frances
Little, Priscilla A.
MacVeagh, Margaret E.
McPherson, Carolyn
Melville, Margaret
Milliken, Anne
Mueller-Freienfels, Ingrid
Nierenberg, Gertrude H.
Price, Anna M.
Sherwood, Georgia D.
Sloane, Grace E.
Stirton, Nancy
Webb, Marion E.
Whiteley, Ann O.
Williams, Alice R.
Wood, Eleanor
Woods, Mary M.
Worthington, Carol S.
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1941 YEAR BOOK BOARD
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
EILEEN DURNING
BUSINESS MANAGER
GEORGIA TRAINER
ART EDITORS
JANE HARPER
HELEN MclNTOSH
LITERARY EDITORS
OLIVIA KAHN
ELIZABETH ROWLAND
PHOTOGRAPHIC EDITORS
HELENE BIDDLE
ELEANOR FRIBLEY
ADVERTISING MANAGER
HELEN SOBOL
SUBSCRIPTION MANAGERS
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CREDITS
The following list page by page gives credit for the pictures used in this book.
Where a single page is indebted to several photographers the credit is recorded
showing the number of pictures due to each in the order left to right, top to bottom.
End Pages—EF & KW
5
—Bachrach
8—GR
9
—Eppler '40, Livingston, ED
10—GR, KW
I I—GR
12— EF, AH
13—EF, GR
14—AH
15—AH, M. Alston, KW, AH
16— Delar, GR
17—AH
20— EF, Delar, Mr. Herben
21— Delar, G. Trainer
22—LS, HB
23—LS, HB
24—Delar
25—G. Trainer, GR
26—Delar
27—KW, GR
30, 31—Delar
32—KW, Bella Hannan, Delar
33—Delar
34—Dana, Wilson, E. Richardson, Wilson
35—LS, Dana
36, 37—GR
40—GR
41—KW, HB
42, 43—GR
44, 45—HB
47, 48, 49—AH
50—EF, HB
51—ED, K. Murto, GR
52—AH
53—AH, HB, E. Dodge
55—Harz '42
56—Evening Bulletin, HB, EF
57—Trainer, EF
58
—
AH, Evening Bulletin
59—AH, HB
61—EF
62, 63—KW
64—GR
65—GR, B. Daggett '43
67—GR
68—MW, EF
69—Delar
70—GR, EF
71—GR, EF, ED
72, 73—GR
74— EF, C. Lang, AH
75— EF, HB
76—KW, EF, Trainer, GR
77_MW, GR
78—Delar, EF
79— Delar, EF
80— EF, Trainer
81—HB, EF
82—Courtesy of Publicity Office
83—Delar
Senior portraits by Delar
HB—Helene Biddle
ED—Eileen Durning
EF—Eleanor Fribley
AH—Ann Harrington
GR—George Ryrie, Haverford '43
LS— Lilli Schwenk
MW—Mary Wilson
KW—Kenneth Wright, Haverford '41
Delar—Official photographers for the
1941 Bryn Mawr Yearbook
The Yearbook Board wishes to express its gratitude to Ken Wright and George
Ryrie of Haverford College whose constant cooperation has been invaluable.
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IN MEMORIAM
DAVID HILT TENNENT
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SENIOR
DIRECTORY
ELIZABETH FORSYTHE ALEXANDER
37 E. Schiller St., Chicago, III.
MARY NIVEN ALSTON
100 W. University Parkway, Baltimore, Md.
GRACE ELIZABETH BAILEY
5 Pinehurst Circle, N. W., Washington, D. C.
BEVERLY ADELE BANKS
115 Irving Ave., South Orange, N. J.
BETTY LEE BELT
5103 Roland Ave., Baltimore, Md.
HELENE BIDDLE
Biddle's Landing, Vancouver, Wash.
JESSIE MAXWELL BLACK
733 Colorado Ave., Roland Park, Baltimore, Md.
MARGUERITE ANNE BOGATKO
139 E. 66th St., New York City
WINIFRED KIP BURROUGHS
48 Hillside Ave., Glen Ridge, N. J.
EMMA CADBURY, JR.
12 High St., Moorestown, N. J.
KAREN ELISABETH CAPPELEN-SMITH
300 Park Ave., New York City
ETHEL CLIFT
I 16 E. 53rd St., New York City
MARY FRANCES COAN
54 Patton Ave., Princeton, N. J.
DOROTHY COUNSELMAN
900 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
PENNELL CROSBY
33 Revere St., Boston, Mass.
JULIANA DAY
34 Kirkland St., Cambridge, Mass.
ELIZABETH WINNIFRED DODGE
801 Stockley Gardens, Norfolk, Va.
CYNTHIA CAMPBELL DUNCAN
333 N. Parkview Ave., Columbus, Ohio
MAVIS HELEN DUNLOP
3848 East Ave., Rocheste N. Y.
EILEEN MARY DURNING
972 Woodycrest Ave., New York City
ANNIE EMERSON
Concord, Mass.
MABEL ELIZABETH FAESCH
3602 Albemarle St., N. W„ Washington, D. C.
JEAN GRAY FERGUSON
428 Yale Ave., New Haven, Conn.
JULIE FOLLANSBEE
39 E. Schiller St., Chicago, III.
LOUISE RICHARDS FRENCH
6326 Alexander Drive, St. Louis, Mo.
ELEANOR AMY FRIBLEY
Waterloo Rd., Auburn, Ind.
ERNESTINE GALLUCCI
166 Greenway North, Forest Hills, L. I., N. Y.
MANYA FIFI GARBAT
885 Park Ave., New York City
MARY ALICE GEIER
Old Indian Hill Rd., Cincinnati, Ohio
CLAIRE LOUISE GILLES
5632 Catharine St., Philadelphia
ANN RUTH GOLDBERG
314 S. Broad St., Philadelphia
KATHERINE EMILINE HAMILTON
625 University Parkway, Baltimore, Md.
BOJAN CONSTANCE HAMLIN
Lake Villa, III.
ISABELLA MACDOWELL HANNAN
Westover Rd., Slingerlands, N. Y.
JANE VINCENT HARPER
Box 413, Lake Forest, III.
ANN PORTER HARRINGTON
232 E. Walton Place, Chicago, III.
PRISCILLA LEITH HARTMAN
Box 233, Route 6, Milwaukee, Wis.
ADA CUTHBERT HEWITT
6105 Ventnor Ave., Ventnor, N. J.
HELEN MARGARET HEWITT
Anselma, Pa.
ELIZABETH VAUGHN HOFFMAN
218 Sinclair Place, Westfield, N. J.
ANNE HOWARD
29 Pleasant St., Hingham, Mass.
MARGUERITE ELIZABETH HOWARD
571 Providence St., Albany, N. Y.
ELLEN SCRANTON HUNT
Wyoming, Pa.
HILDEGARDE HUNT
19 Mt. Pleasant St., Winchester, Mass.
MARY ELIZABETH HURST
6332 Cherokee St., Germantown, Philadelphia
CHARLOTTE HUTCHINS
Concord, Mass.
RACHEL SUSANNAH INGALLS
Hot Springs, Va.
ATHLEEN RUTH JACOBS
1616 Sheridan Lane, Norristown, Pa.
ALICE DARGAN JONES
232 Lawrence St., Petersburg, Va.
ELEANOR MAY JONES
Tunbridge Rd., Haverford, Pa.
OLIVIA KAHN
144 E. 36th St., New York City
MARTHA CRYER KENT
630 Winsford Rd., Bryn Mawr, Pa.
ANNE KIDDER
31 W. 1 2th St., New York City
VIRGINIA KING
Hotel Winthrop, Lexington Ave., New York City
KATHLEEN ELIZABETH KIRK
47 Chatham Rd., Ardmore, Pa.
CONSTANCE LANG
Southold, L. I., N. Y.
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MADGE STEARNS LAZO
Old Church Rd., Greenwich, Conn.
RUTH FRANCES LEHR
53 Church Blvd., Pennsqrove, N. J.
FRANCES LEWIS
30 Centre St., Nantucket, Mass.
MARY GAMBLE LEWIS
167 Main St., Franklin, Mass.
ALYCE ADRIENNE L'HERITIER
Haverford School, Haverford, Pa.
BESS BROWN LOMAX
7456 San Benito Way, Dallas, Texas
MARY ALICE LORD
341 Highland Ave., Orange, N. J.
JOAN MARIE LYNCH
44 Dayan St., Lowville, N. Y.
MARY PITT MASON
191 Cedar St., Englewood, N. J.
RUTH CATHERINE McGOVERN
5 Prospect Place, New York City
HELEN HAMILTON MclNTOSH
c/o Mrs. David E. Howe, Route 2, Box I 18, Nashatah, Wis.
ADELINE LAYNG MILLS
37 Forest St., Hartford, Conn.
NANCY EDWARDS MIXSELL
45 Oak Grove, Pasadena, Calif.
HELEN HULL MONNETTE
350 S. Oxford Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
MARY COLEMAN MORRISON
114 Oakview Ave., Maplewood, N. J.
SARAH CATHERINE MOSSER
352 Ridge Ave., Winnetka, III.
KATHARINE ELIZABETH MURTO
109 W. Emanus St., Middletown, Pa.
VIRGINIA CENTER NICHOLS
30 E. 55+h St., New York City
JOAN PEABODY
Lynnewood Lodge, El kins Park, Pa.
CARMEN PIZA
Box 627, San Juan, Puerto, Rico
DELIA TUDOR PLEASANTS
201 Longwood Rd., Baltimore, Md.
JULIA KATHERINE POORMAN
221 Price Ave., Narberth, Pa.
JEAN SELDOMRIDGE PRICE
Hillcrest and Hamilton Rds., School Lane Hills, Lancaster,
Pa.
LEONORE RANKIN
c/o Friends' Neighborhood Guild, 534 N. Orianna St.,
Philadelphia
ELIZABETH BURDINE READ
Naval Air Station, Pensacola, Fla.
EUDORA RAMSAY RICHARDSON
Hotel Murphy, Richmond, Va.
ELIZABETH SHERWOOD ROWLAND
Main St., Watertown, Conn.
RUTH ELISE RUHL
135 Cricket Ave., Ardmore, Pa.
BEATRICE PAULINE SACHS
45 West Rock Ave., New Haven, Conn.
ELSA LOLA SACHS
338 W. Hortter St., Germantown, Philadelphia
WINIFRED ELIZABETH SANTEE
66 Milton Rd„ Rye, N. Y.
PRISCILLA RIDGELY SCHAFF
701 Cathedral St., Baltimore, Md.
BARBARA BURT SEARLES
Ithan Ave., Rosemont, Pa.
VIRGINIA SHERWOOD
I 14 East 71st St., New York City
MARGARET SHORTLIDGE
Pawling School, Pawling, N.-Y.
MARY FRANCES SILER
251 West 92nd St., New York City
SUZANNE SIMPSON
409 Ashbourne Rd., Elkins Park, Pa.
HELEN SOBOL
4680 Fields-Ion Rd., Fieldston, N. Y.
PATRICIA SPILLERS
1445 E. 19th St., Tulsa, Oklahoma
ROSEMARY SPRAGUE
2221 Tudor Drive, Cleveland Heights, Ohio
MARGARET SQUIBB
165 School St., Milton, Mass.
CONSTANCE LEE STANTON
Grosse He, Mich.
ALISON STOKES
629 Church Lane, Germantown, Philadelphia
ANNA SLOCUM TAYLOR
Syosset, L. I., N. Y.
ELEANOR JANE TERHUNE
240 Hamilton Place, Hackensack, N. J.
CLARE DeKAY THOMPSON
288 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass.
DORA THOMPSON
140 Pleasant St., Newton Centre, Mass.
GEORGIA LOUISE TRAINER
744 Park Ave., East Orange, N. J.
MARJORIE ANN VANCE
2530 Innis Rd., Columbus, Ohio
MARGARET ELIZABETH WADSWORTH
308 W. Lancaster Ave., Wayne, Pa.
ALLEYN HAYS WAGANDT
Blythewood Rd., Baltimore, Md.
SHIRLEY WEADOCK
Pecksland Rd., Greenwich, Conn.
JEAN MARGARET WELCHONS
268 Ashbourne Rd., Elkins Park, Pa.
MARY ELIZABETH WICKHAM
2021 E. High St., Springfield, Ohio
MARY CAROLINE WILSON
Edgewood Rd., Fox Chapel, Pittsburgh, Pa.
PHYLLIS WRIGHT
15 Hawthorn St., Cambridge, Mass.
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ADVERTISEMENTS
When you go to town
For a flying trip or a week-
end, you'll like staying at
Allerton. It's a good address,
convenient to the shopping
district and the bright lights
. . . and you'll enjoy the gay,
congenial atmosphere, the
many interesting things al-
ways going on. Game rooms.
Music rooms. Comfortable
lounges. An inviting restaurant. And facili-
ties for entertaining your friends. Your own
pleasant living-bedroom, with phone and
maid service, can be had for as little as
$2 a day.
Write for booklet "B" which tells the
whole Allerton story in pictures.
MISS GRACE B. DRAKE, Manager
ALLERTON HOUSE
FOR WOMEN
57th Street at Lexington Avenue
New York, N. Y.
Approved Pennsylvania Private Business School
BUSINESS TRAINING
for Young Men and Women
GENERAL BUSINESS
SECRETARIAL TRAINING
SPECIALIZED COURSES
Founded 1865
One, Two and Three Yean
Day and Evening Courses
Special Summer Session
PEIRCE SCHOOL
Pine St. West of Broad Philadelphia, Pa.
Makers of the Official Rings and
Pins . . . and Charms for
Bryn Mawr College
LjLftd . . .
Of rare beauty and charm . . . there are
few whose wishes cannot be satisfied from
among the infinite variety that fill the many
departments of this Establishment ... in
Jewels, Watches, Clocks, Silver, China, Glass,
Leather and Novelties.
.irtBANKSfrBlDh,.
jJ^V1"* s"w,Bi",s s,a«»n ™K (X
School Rings, Emblems, Charms and Trophies of the
Better Kind
FELIX SPATOLA & SONS
WHOLESALE
FRUITS—VEGETABLES
•
Bell, WALnut 5600 Keystone. RACE 7351
•
READING TERMINAL
PHILADELPHIA
MEATS. UN} PfULTRY
402-404 N. Second Street
Philadelphia
Have your brakes inspected reg-
ularly, relined with American
Brakeblok Brake Lining, available
at good garages everywhere.
the Safety brake lining
AMERICAN BRAKEBLOK DIVISION OF
THE AMERICAN BRAKE SHOE AND FOUNDRY CO.
COPYRIGHT
.
THE AMERICAN BRAKE SHOE AND FOLNDRY CO.
COMPLIMENTS
of
freolerics tripQunJL
permanent wave
FOR
DOWNRIGHT
GOODNESS
TASTE THE DIFFERENCE
IN
'Ahibtts
ICE CREAM
A CORDIAL WELCOME
TO THE CLASS OF
1941
FROM
The Alumnae Association
of Bryn Mawr College
M. SCHOENFELD CO.
INC.
7048 Terminal Square
UPPER DARBY, PA.
TOBACCO, CIGARETTES, SUNDRIES
Since 1891
ROHR & COXHEAD
Caterers
2010 WALNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA
Locust 1871
COMPLIMENTS OF
A FRIEND
subscribe to
THE COLLEGE NEWS
Campus Rate, per Year $2.50
Mailing Rate, per Year 3.00
HAGGIN Y/P RANCH
Star Route
Anaconda, Montana
Send your Clothes to the
ROCK LAUNDRY
Rates: 12 pieces, $1.00 or 15c per piece
AGENTS:
Jane Stewart, '43 Jeannette Lepska, '44
Margaret Hunter, '44 Marion Kirk, '44
FOUR HORSEMEN
Riding Stables
STATE & SPROUL ROADS, MARPLE. DELAWARE CO.
Horses Boarded—Sanitary Stables. Special Evening
Classes. Instructions by Appointment.
LARGEST INDOOR RING NEAR PHILADELPHIA
Phone: MEDIA 9384
SUCCESS TO THE
CLASS OF 1941
Bryn Mawr College Inn
BREAKFAST—LUNCHEON
TEA—DINNER
Bryn Mawr 570
J tt'iectnne
BRYN MAWR FLOWER SHOP
INC.
823 Lancaster Avenue
BRYN MAWR
FLORAL IDEAS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
"THE GREEKS"
(Bryn MawT Confectionery)
will welcome its new college friends and serve them
as it has the class that passes on.
Congratulations to 1941
Phone: Bryn Mawr 144
G. ROY JOHNSON
TAXI SERVICE
Cars to Hire by Hour or Trip
56 Franklin Avenue
BRYN MAWR, PA.
Bell: Lombard 7800 Keystone: Park 4781
J. M. THOMPSON & CO.
WHOLESALE GROCERS
943 North Second Street
PHILADELPHIA
SYLVIA QUALITY
Frozen and Canned Goods
Joseph Spatola, President Established 1903
HOBSON & OWENS
FURNITURE — RUGS — LAMPS
NOVELTIES OF ALL KINDS
1017 Lancaster Avenue
BRYN MAWR. PA.
FRANCES O'CONNELL
Featuring Smart Dresses for AH Occasions
$7.95 to $29.50
831 Lancaster Avenue
BRYN MAWR. PA.
COMPLIMENTS OF
RENE MARCEL
FRENCH HAIRDRESSERS
853 Lancaster Avenue
BRYN MAWR, PA.
COMPLIMENTS OF
THE BRYN MAWR NEWS AGENCY
BRYN MAWR, PA.
Phone: Bryn Mawr 1056
f\alnbow nCcoom
65th FLOOR
30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA
NEW YORK CITY
/lew Ujorh A Smartest
ippiScup er s^lub
In our Lanz of Salzburg fashions,
you will find gay, youthful styles to
brighten your life the year 'round.
Each season this famous creator
designs a special group of fashions
that are exclusive with us.
Dorothy It. Bullitt. Inc.
ARDMORE, PA. CHESTNUT HILL, PA.
Attention, Please!
Will all undergraduates who think there has been too much dull
regimentation in college clothes kindly raise their hands — or
better still, come to Russeks on your next visit to New York?
What can you expect to find? Campus clothes, date clothes,
town clothes, travel clothes — all with the wit, sparkle and origin-
ality that we major in. Prices? Much, much lower than you think!
AVENUE
NEW YORK


COMPLIMENTS
OF THE
UflRSITV PLAYERS CLUB
CONTRIBUTE PAINLESSLY TO THE
COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP FUND
By Buying Your Books and Supplies
in the
COLLEGE BOOKSHOP
ALL PROFITS GO TO SCHOLARSHIPS
RICHARD STOCKTON
BRYN MAWR
PENNSYLVANIA
PRINTS SPORTING BOOKS — GIFTS
J. E. LIMEBURNER CO.
#ui(bcraft (Opticians!
827 Lancaster Ave., Bryn Mawr
1923 Chestnut St.
Philadelphia
431 Old York Rd.
Jenkintown
51 W. Chelten Ave.
Germantown
535 Cooper St.
Camden
45 East Main St.
Norristown
6913 Market St.
Upper Darby
COMPLIMENTS
OF A
FRIEND
Blair Hair Stylist of
ARDMORE & HAVERFORD
Ardmore 5660 Ardmore 5566
Mr. Laurent, formerly of Rene Marcel, is now in our
Haverford Salon. Cab service for students.
For Your Permanents and Proper Hair Styling
METH'S
BRYN MAWR, PA.
ICE CREAM — PASTRY — CANDIES
LUNCHEONS AND DINNERS SERVED
SODA FOUNTAIN
COMPLIMENTS OF
THE HAVERFORD PHARMACY
HAVERFORD. PA.
BRYN MAWR TAXI
Pennsylvania Railway Station
BRYN MAWR. PA.
Bryn Mawr 513
DELM STUDIO
ROCKEFELLER CENTER
NEW YORK CITY
trial J^kotoarapheri
FOR THE
run ivlawr y^olleae
Wear iOooh
LIVINGSTON PUBLISHING CO
SCHOOL AND COLLEGE ANNUALS
CATALOGS : : VIEW BOOKS
COMMERCIAL PRINTING
IVWGSTON
PUBLISHING COMPANY
NajlBtRTH PENNA.
Printers and Engravers
of This Book
PHILIP ATLEE LrVINGSTON
Naxberth 4100
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